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Perkins V
Frequently Asked Questions

The CLIP is typically turned in at the beginning of the school year (August). How will CTAE’s
May 15 deadline be able to capitalize on district’s plan when it will not yet be
complete/submitted/approved? While the Local Application for Perkins V will be due by
May 15th, a district may coordinate and use one CLNA process for its Perkins V and ESSA
processes. The Perkins V results and information will also be a part of the District
Improvement Plan.
Will districts who use the S-CLIP (streamlined) be able to fold CTAE/Perkins work into that?
This is still being determined. How will additional Perkins info. fit if our district doesn’t use
Online Clip for Federal Programs? Districts using the S-CLIP (streamlined) for ESSA will still
be able to use the S-CLIP. Whether Perkins V will be a part of the S-CLIP is still being
determined.
What new indicators are we going to be responsible for? Science (2S3), Participation in WBL
(5S3), and Pathway Completion (5S4)
In Perkins V, can I spend my funds/budget similar to Perkins IV? No, each expenditure
needs to be related to a need expressed by the CLNA process and contained in the Local
Application.
Are we able to purchase copies of the Georgia Alignment Toolkit: Resources for Connecting
Education and Business for local stakeholders? If not, can we get the PDF to print our own
copies? A link for the document is located at https://www.gadoe.org/Curriculum-Instructionand-Assessment/CTAE/Documents/GaDOE-Alignment-Toolkit-Report.pdf Local systems may
use this file to print copies of the Georgia Alignment Toolkit.
The suggested CLNA Team members does not include the local WIOA Coordinator.
Shouldn’t that person be included? Yes, the local WIOA Coordinator serves in the
“Representatives of State or Local Workforce Board” role.
For a charter system, how do we get a copy of our charter and what we waived? Your
region coordinator should be able to help you access a copy.
Can GaDOE provide a Perkins V overview presentation to be used at meetings and to
inform stakeholders? Yes, this will be coming soon.
Will the district update the need assessment yearly or every 2 years? The Consolidated
Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) will be conducted every 2 years. Every year while
completing the Local Application and budget, the identified needs will need to be re-visited
and updated. The process will continually be refined and improved.
Will the CTAE Direction have to submit info to the Title I Dire to put into the CLIP or will the
CTAE Director have access to the Title I CLIP? The CTAE Director will have direct access to
their portion of the CLIP.
So, if the CLNA will go through the CLIP as Federal programs do, then will CTAE directors
have to wait until all portions of the CLIP is approved before the budget can be approved?
Some/many CLIP submissions are not approved until September. The CTAE budget will be
able to be approved apart from the other portions of the CLIP. The same or similar deadlines
are planned for Perkins V as were used for Perkins IV (May 15th for Local Application and
September 30 for budgets).
Has the state released the FY19 CTAE graduation rate? The FY19 CTAE Graduation Rate
should be released very soon.

